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7his paper will explore an interdisciplinary approach
to the conservation of cultural heritage in the Middle
East by combining art-historical knowledge and digital
technology. 7hrough the case study of the desert castle
of Qusayr 'Amra, Jordan, it aims to arouse several
issues concerning the research and educational merits
of the preservation of cultural heritage in a digital format
and the interaction ofdifferent disciplines in the fields of
the humanities and science. Our digital archive could
a/so be utilised as an immersive tool of interaction
between humans and heritage that allows anyone to
have real like experience of the place. By suggesting
the potentials of digital technology in conservation
science, it is hoped that this study could promote
a further engagement of art historians, architects,
archaeologist, digital artists, with the cultural heritage
of the Middle East.

The conservatbn of cultural heritage is a vital issue
in the Middle East in the context of the cultural
and historical identity of the region. Together with
numerous pre-Islamic sites, a number of mportant
Islamic monuments await appropriate restoration.
Unfortunately, some historic monuments in the Middle
East have been unsuccessfully restored due to an
extensive retouching, Indeed almost re-mode led as
new build ngs in old guise. 1 This tendency has much

to do with the growth of tourism. In order to fit visitors'
fantasies, famous monuments have been treated in
a historically and scientifically inappropriate way. It Is
thus crucial not only to make every effort to restore a
historic building as authentically as possible, but also to
offer an alternative approach towards the preservation
of cultural relics in the Middle East - for example the
use of digital documentation for preserving a memory
of heritage.
The digital archives of Islamic architecture have recently
aroused a great deal of interest. Archnet. for instance,
enables everyone to access a reliable database of
Islamic monuments, both historic and contemporary,
from Europe to Asia.• The Creswell Archive (Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford), a photographic collection of Islamic
architecture by K. A. C. Creswell, was digitised and
became available online.:i The coJection ·S still vital for
tracing original features of early Islamic monuments,
and its quality is superior to that of present-day
digital photographs. Yet such archives have not yet
gone beyond the realm of photography and do not
create a strong sense of virtual reality. What could
then be offered Is to digitise Islamic architecture in a
three-dimensional format. Besides dig t sing Islamic
monuments in danger of damage, it Is fascinating to

create a virtual environment for an Islamic monument
of great historical significance, such as Qusayr 'Arma
that has been chosen as the first case study of our
project (Fig.1), so as to experience architectural
details as if one were on site. More significantly, threedimenslonal digitisation offers an ethical alternative to
the reconstruction of historic buildings; in other words,
it does not affect the original fabric of a monument and
therefore enables future generatbns to analyse them
on the basis of their primary features.
It is hoped that this project will serve to demonstrate
the importance of the cataloglsation of historic
monuments in a digital format, to suggest the research
and educational merits of our archive, and moreover
to encourage a scholarly dialogue among different
disciplines in the fields of the humanities and science,
ranging from art history, architecture and archaeology
to computer science, digital art and technology.

Qusayr 'Amra: art-historical remarks
Qusayr •Arnra is undoubtedly one of the most wel.preserved desert 'castles' in Jordan.4 Standing in the
desert about 60 km east of Amman, the complex
was built in the first half of the 8th century, most
probably during the reign of the Umayyad Caliph al-

Walid I (r. 705-15) or even al-Walid II (r.743-44). This
monument is particularly relevant to the subject of our
digital archive for the following three reasons: first, the
monument is key to understanding important aspects
of early Islamic architecture, namely style, function and
patronage. The complex combines public bath rooms
with a banqueting hall, yet it also evokes Roman and
Byzantine fortresses (Fig.2}. The desert castle of this
kind was long considered to function as a hunting
lodge of the prince suitable for occasional visits. But
recent studies have suggested its multiple functions,
such as a courtly palace, a place of relaxation, a
fortress and even a centre of farming in parallel with
the development of irrigation systems in the areas
of Jordan and Syria. 5 Whatever its principal function
might have been, it is clear that Qusayr 'Arnra is an
important architectural manifestation of Umayyad
I fe and culture.
The second importance of this monument lies in
Its unique wan pa·ntings. In contrast to the sober
appearance of the exterior, the internal space is richly
covered with unique fresco decoration. The pictorial
programme of the frescoes highlights the theme of
princely leisure and entertainment, such as hunting,
bathing, dancing and music making. Vivid descriptions
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of human beings, particularly nude women {Fig.3),i; have often
been described as an unusua case In Islamic contexts. Yet
given that the formation of Islamic art owed much to previouslyexisting art traditions in the conquered regions - in this case the
Hellenistic style - and that the theological prohibition of figural
imagery did not take effect in the early Islamic period, the wa !paintings of Qusayr 'Arnra are by no means exceptional but
should be regarded as good suw'ementary evidence for the
adoption and adaptation of pre-Islamic traditions in Umayyad
art. In fact, such figural decoration parallels that found in other
Umayyad palatial buildings in Syria and Jordan, for example
Oasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi and Khirbat a.-Maf19r, 7 demonstrating
that it was acceptable to have such decoration In the palaces of
the Umayyad caliphs, who were then also the spir tual leaders
of the Muslim community. Among the most Interesting wa'I·
painting is the full-length portrait of six ktngs of ths period in
the audience hall (Figs.4a-b). Four of them have been ldenb fied
as: a Byzantine emperor; Roderick, the last Visigoth King of
Spain; Khosraw II, the Shah of Persia; and the Negus or King
of Abyssinia.11 They are apparently doing homage to the Galiph.
The adjoining three bath rooms are also lavishly decorated
with frescoes, including a striking Image of bathing women
in the second bath room (Tepidarium) (Fig.5). The third bath
room (Caldarium) has a remarkable cupola which bears an
image of the zodiac (Fig.6) derived from a Greek astronomical
manuscript. 0

Fig. 3

The third marker of this site's importance is its dramatic
discovery in the late 19th century and its reappraisal in the
20th century. Qusayr 'Arma was first discovered in 1898 by a
Moravian-Czech priest and scholar called Alois Musi (18681944). His Kusejr 'Amra (1907), together with arch'tectural
drawings and facsimiles of the frescoes made by Alphons
Leopold Mielich (1863-1929), who accompanied Musil's third
visit to Qusayr 'Amra in 1901, still provides the most re iable
information about the interior decoration of the monument. ,r
The monument remained relatively little known for several
decades after the discovery and escaped dubious restorations.
Creswell, who visited the site in 1919-1920, comments on the
frescoes in the audience hall as follows:
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The painting in the audience hall have suffered far more
than those in the small rooms; nearly all in fact are too
faded or too blackened by smoke to give a useful result if
photographed."
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Compared with other early Islamic monuments in Syria and
Jordan, 1• which became victims of scholarly explorations by
European Orientalists and European Imperialism in the late

Fg. 5

19th and early 20th centuries, 1l Qusayr 'Amra remains
intact and the best conserved architectural ensemble
of the early Islamic period in the Levant.' 4 A Spanish
team of archaeo og sts began to excavate the site
in the 1970s. The frescoes were cleaned between
1971 and 1974. Fresh photographic images of the
frescos taken by the team, though not before but after
restoration, have sti I been indispensable for the study
of Umayyad painting,' 5 and despite suspicions as to
how far the Spanish restorers repainted the frescoes, ui
their contribution towards the reassessment of Qusayr
'Amra is undeniable. This desert castle captured
the World Heritage Committee nomination as 'an
exceptiona testimony of the Umayyad civilisation' and
'the best conserved architectural ensemble'; it was
registered as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1989. 17
At the same time, a new project of documentation
was undertaken by a Franco-Jordanian team under
the direction of GaZi Bisheh and Claude Vibert-Guigue
and was completed n 1995. 1•
Thus architecturally, art-h,storically and in terms
of the history of discovery of Islamic art, Qusayr
'Amra deserves special attention as an architectural
masterpiece of early Islam c architecture. It is certainly
worthy to be digitised three-dimensionally, and this
virtual image partlcu arly he ps to grasp the complex
yet intrlgu ng pictorial programme of the frescoes.

Virtuallsing Qusayr 'Amra
In order to communicate space, architects as well as
movie makers and game designers are using Virtual
Env ronments (VE) as forms of representation in order
to simulate endless scenarios and possibilities that
otherwise cannot be experienced in Real Environments
(RE). The connection between this representation and
what it represents is self-evdent in several situations.
For example, in a simple computer game, players
navigate their way and use the same spatial grammar
as that of their everyday life. But unlike most of these
dally life encounters, we do not have any limitations
on interactions in VE. while there are many limitations
In RE imposed by materiality and certain ethics. In
reality, ethics engulf this notion of limits or rules. On
the other hand, VE appears to release one from these
limitations.
Computers introduce an interesting mode of
interaction us.ng a metaphorical world or space. As
users of this metaphorical space, we are familiar with
it, but familiarity does not provide a strong connection
between both Virtual and Real modes of space, I.e.
not enough to describe our interaction with this space.
The connection is more of a relationship in which the
consciousness of the user is highly augmented in
terms of sensory data perceived from objects in their
environment, and from relationships between these
objects.
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Departing from the basic concept of familiarity, we
can ask a simple question: can an archaeological
site in a Real Environment be represented in a Virtual
Environment in more than a rigid 30 model, and to
enable this representation to offer interactions similar
to the real?
Answering this question requires more than simply
reviewing technical terminologies, and programming
languages scripts. Rather we must rigorously engage
in the personal experience of the user of this virtual
environment.
The personal experience of the user derives from the
Heideggerian notion of dwelling, as the condition of
being-in-the-world to happen both in the Real and
the Virtual Environment. In these terms every subjectbeing simultaneously dwells in a Real and a Virtual
place whose spatial value and characteristics appear
both In a Real and Virtual mode.
The relation between subject and space, Ousayr 'Arma
in this case, is a problematic one. In a way we have the
dilemma of having a real space that has a function and
meaning and for many users it stands as a repository
for memories and interactions.
Although VE ls understood in the same way we
understand RE, it consists of a 'place' which is
separate from 'space' .111 'Place' is a 'space' holding
activities and cultural meanings and for this it carries
Ethical load.

The real space is a space with function, memories
and interactions, that define 'place.' While the virtual
environment Is a representation of the 'real' and a
repository of meaning, it has no 'real' space. It is a place
but not a space. Every subject explores the character
of built environment as described in Bache!ard's
Poetics of Space,z. the home as a cellar, a garret and
a hut. The phenomenon of space is closely linked to
intimacy and memory in Bachelard 's writing. Certain
parts of our everyday spaces serve as 'repositories' of
memories. They also provide a person's prototypical
spatial experience, a reference point from which all
other spatial experiences derive and with which they
are compared. These spaces, or places, are also
understood episodically, In relation to sequences of
events (walking inside Ousayr '.Arora, standing beside
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the wall, looking at the paintings on the wall and ceiling,
etc). From this perspective, our being-in-the-world is
structured narratively. The house serves as a space for
Bachelard's narrative, and Ousayr '.Arora is the house
of our narrative and Is itself a narrative space.
Interactive digital media make possible advanced
investigation into themes of embodiment and
perception, providing an excellent means of testing,
comparing, validating and challenging theories about
perception of space. 'Virtual Environments' are one
form that introduces an interesting mode of interaction
deploying space as a major' metaphor about our
existential being-in-the-world. The capability of creating
a 30 world similar to that existing in reality and filling it
with artefacts from our more familiar environments is
possible due to the ever increasing power of computer
processing.
Our own exploration of
for digitising heritage
starts with an attempt to simulate the physical space In
question using software such as 30 Studio Max, Maya
and Form Z. These programmes offer capabilities that
range from creating a simple geometr ea shapes and
volumes to creating a full photo-realistic envirooment,
deploying optical effects, and offering the ability to
animate this world in different ways. Translating this
space from physical form to software constitutes
digitisation, creating representations through various
algorithmic and mechanlcai transformations.

An efficient procedure for record ing and simulating all
plausible interactions with a digital env ronment has not
been reached as yet. So, interpretative interventions
are required to orchestrate navigat.on, interaction
and behaviours. Multimedia authoring tools, such as
Macromedia Director and its ShockWave 30 functbns,
facilitate navigation through virtual environments, and
allow many other user interactions via its programming
language.
In a sense we are working with two metaphors. The
first metaphor Is about a world or an environment that
resembles a physical environment (computer model as
physical model, digital world as material world), and
the second metaphor is of the interaction between our
bodies and the world {screen cursor as hand, digital
avatar as body, virtual camera as eye). Metaphors
work both ways. Our study nto bodily nteraction
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with the virtual world can inform our understanding
of Interaction in the material world. ln the manner of
action research, there is the potential to uncover many
outcomes. Direct outcomes include insights into the
way we understand and interact with a space full of
memories, and the way these memories are preserved
in both physical and digital space. Indirect outcomes
include determining the importance of the use of
virtual environments as a method and a medium of
conserving and preserving historical monuments.
As a space, historical monuments feature prominently
in narratives about cultural heritage, traditions, historical
facts, as well as historical interpretation of ancient
eNeryday life, all of which modulated by the spread of
digital media to create ever-expanding narratives of
communication, containment, boundaries, thresholds
and transgressions.
In order to examine the possibility of creating a virtual
environment that not only simulates Ousayr 'Arma,
but also digitally captures the meanings carried by
this monument and preserves it to be delivered to
all users of this virtual environment, we aligned the
phenomenology of Merleau Ponty and Heidegger
with contemporary researches into 'embodied
interaction. ' 21
In order to create this virtual environment, dimensions
were measured and the real environment was modelled

in 30 modelling Software (30 Studio Max).
To instantiate Bachelard's spatial narrative as a 30
computer model available for navigation and interaction
introduces some
incongruities. As users of
this rew space representation we sense a familiarity
with it, though we are perhaps struck by the mismatch
between the medium and our bodily awareness. Our
physical presence is perhaps reduced and moved into
hardware and software. Our sense of recognition is
suspended and the spatial phenomenon reduced to
concepts of digital Interaction.
Through the process we established familiarity
through the similarity between the real and the vrtual
environment, and then we asked users to interact with
the virtual environment.
If the goal is to understand any kind of users'
responses in the real environment and to create a
virtual environment that corresponds in all measures to
the real environment, then creating virtual interaction
according to the physical one, or identifying the
limitation of this system's capabilities, and therefore its
ability to reflect the heritage and memories preserved
in it, would be of little use.
The model aligned the ability freely to navigate Ousayr
'Amra with a high visual input to users resulting in a
phenomenological approach to interpreting Qusayr
'Arma. This approach has trendy aspects attracting
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different generations, and should result in binding
them better with their heritage. It is also needless to
say that such VE diminishes the problem of distance
for visitors and provides a better interactive and visually
intensive material for educational purposes,22 even at
elementary school level.23
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